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We explore the idea that a useful type of feedback in robot–
human interactions is that which can be obtained and observed
by providing robots with sophisticated artistic skills. The act
of producing drawings from observation is a process that
exercises fascination on humans. It is also considered to be a
difficult skill to acquire (by humans) that only the gifted can
master. By having a robotic system that can execute drawings
in a fashion alike what would be expected from an experienced
human artist, the fascination of art creativity is potentially
transferred to the robot making it a more likable entity.

To support this point of view, we briefly report on our
experience gained in developing such a robot entity, which
we named Paul, which produces observational drawings of the
faces of people who pose in front of it. Paul uses technologies
and ideas developed in the context of the AIkon-II project at
Goldsmiths, where we investigate the drawing activity through
computational modeling and robotics. Our first attempt at
creating a robotic entity that draws was exhibited in Febru-
ary 2010 at the Kinetica Art Fair in London, UK. Paul, a
more sophisticated robot entity, capable of achieving human
aesthetic quality in its drawing, was first shown in June 2011
at the Tenderpixel Gallery, also in London (Fig. 1). Our main
goal is to produce a system that creates drawings of artistic
quality equivalent to those produced by the human hand but
such that its performing act of drawing is also engaging: in
particular, the process of drawing should have similar aesthetic
and affective effect as an artistic (human) drawing act [4].

Figure 1. Young girl’s face drawn by Paul, London, 2011

To ensure the sitter and passerby remain captivated by the
performance, we have found useful for theatrical effect to
have the sitter posing for the entirety of the drawing session.
To keep the sitter (and audience) entertained, the camera/eye
of Paul remains active throughout the performance, going
occasionally back and forth from looking at the sitter and
focusing on its line drawing activity. The performance is
occasionally paused as if Paul were thinking, looking at its

unfinished creation. During active drawing, Paul’s arm makes
squeaking noises, a sound effect that tends to evoke effort,
emphasising the difficulty of the creative act.

This theatrical aspect and its duration have the additional
benefit to increase the sitter’s affective attachment to the
drawing, and for the drawing to be evaluated by a well–
disposed potential buyer. Having a process that is slightly
demanding for the sitter, and that takes a non-trivial length
of time (circa 15 to 20 minutes), is likely to be of benefit as
well in augmenting the perceived value of the artifact.

Artists often cite the time/process capturing quality of
drawing as an important factor contributing to the appeal
drawings have to an observer. In a drawing each line is a
direct record of the artist’s hand motion and the drawing itself
a record of a specific sequence of actions performed by the
drawer. In effect, a drawing is a precise physical record of
the artist’s intentions. Based on the discovery of the neural
mirror system, it has been suggested that some of the actions
deployed to create a drawing are mirrored in a part of the
observer’s neural system, and this may amplify the spectator’s
emotional response [2], [1]. Paul’s drawings are the results of
a sequence of movements: as such they are the record of a
process. Evidence that the traces that are part of a drawing
by Paul were the results of movements can be found in their
imperfections. Although these are not akin to imperfections
a human would produce, they have characteristics that could
have only been produced by a pen in motion driven by an
articulated arm. Furthermore, the layering of successive lines
and of successive patterns during the shading process adds to
the drawing being perceived as the result/consequence of a
sequence of movements/processes.

Robots like Paul may soon evolve to be capable to share
the creative process with other robots or with humans. To
achieve this, our current research focus involves giving Paul
additional skills, such as more sophisticated visual feedback
[4]. We see great potential in this way to make robots like Paul
more interesting to humans, in particular to children in sharing
artistic activities which are so important to their learning and
development, and at the same time are very pleasurable [3].
NB: We thank the Leverhulme Trust for its support in the form
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